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Loyola University Chicago
Rome Center

2003-2004 Yearbook

This yearbook is dedicated to Steve Wolf (1983-2003).
We miss you, Steve-O.
Lago di Bracciano

Colleen Morey, Marriell Marquette, Nicole Frontera, and Rebecca Hyland soak up some rays.

Dan Fiorina, Brandon Fiorella, SLA Dan Bruun, and Ryan Vande Bosche suck in their guts for the ladies...and a picture.

Colleen Barret, Brigid Jennings, Tina Autenrieth, Jake Kazmierski, Dr. Apfelstadt, Erin Baldinger, and Todd Waller enjoy some refreshments.

Lucky beach stud Conor Hardy and his five lady friends: Emily Screbant, Briana DiBari, Bridget Starky, Erin Nicoletti, and Isabel Scarpelli.
Around “The Compound”

Goofing around LURC style... Mary Bailey, Katie Lamos, Matt Houdek, Tony Scoma, and Brian Grawe.

Josh Richardson, SLA Julia Nicolae, and Ryan Wall are some shady characters.

When life gives you oranges, make juice! Val Hines and Elizabeth Ervin get some vitamin C.

Chilling in the quad; Alicia Tartabini, Mary Bailey, Rana Barakat, Coleen Van Hoesen, Anna Williams, Rachel Calme, Elizabeth Zarling, Katie Lamos.
Having body lice ain’t half bad... just ask Erin Nicoletti, Brian Grawe, Shannon Hoyle, Stefanie Marten, Kim Bernard, Tony Scoma, Mary Bailey, Coleen Van Hoesen, Patrick Lawson, Alicia Tartabini, and Isabel Scarpelli how they spent their quarantine time!

Melissa Brockie is ready to order at Rinaldo’s!

Kate Tarnowski scoffs at Anne Selak’s futile attempt to wolf down some Mensa food.
There's nothin' like a game of wiffle ball on a sunny afternoon! Rob McCarthy, Josh Richardson, Bill Stokes, Joe Cartan, Tim Horan, Patrick Klug, Ryan Wall, Rob Ryan, Patrisha Power, Coleen Morey and Elizabeth Ervin.

Kathryn Pilarski, Crystal Sava, and Sarah Stanoch bravely peek out from behind their mosquito netting.

Abby Witt, Kevin Rose, and Anna Selak relax after a game of basketball.

In line for Mensa chow: Ryan Kennedy, Liz House, Amit Bhumbri, and Rob McCarthy.
Smiles are still free at Rinaldo's bar... but ice will cost you a euro.

Joe Cartan and Andy Bourgeois love writing papers on these library computers.

Ken Reidy can't get enough of that pink Mensa "goo!"

Die-hard Cubs fans follow the MLB playoffs via internet broadcast in GL2. Games started at 1 a.m. our time (and we never did make it to the Series).
Valerie Hines, Elizabeth Ervin, and Andrea Dennis score some free beer from their new Aryan friends at the Hofbrauhaus.

Coleen Van Hoesen, Jake Kazmierski, Mary Bailey, Katie Lamos, Mark Milford, Kelsey Kennedy, and Brigid Jennings came for the rides!!

Cynthia Drescher samples some German culture at Oktoberfest.

It’s dancin’ time in the Hofbrau Haus with Chris Winiarz and Annie McCormack. And no, that’s not Carlos Santana in the background.
Jenny Canady, Shannon Derry, and Megan Helbing enjoy the tastes of Hofbrau House.

SLA's Colin and Dan meet up with Ben Pietrzyk, Ryan Vande Bosche, Chris Winiarz, Brandon Fiorella, and Dan Florina for some good, clean fun.

Can you find the sober person in this tent?

“This stein's for you!” - Dan Florina

“Can you find the sober person in this tent?” - Dan Florina
In Centro

Mark Milford, Kim Bernard, Cynthia Lopez, Megan Brown, Ana Romero, and Erin Stratta patiently waiting for the 99N.

Chinese food: the only protein in Rome for Joe Cartan, Megan Brown, Vee Ruscigno, and Cynthia Lopez.

Courtney Lansdowne and Sherry Roberson with ancient Big Foot relic.

It's the world famous creepy bug-eye guy from Piazza di Spagna! Along with Paula Heschmeyer, Christina Ridgeway, and their friends.
Tim Horan finally finds an Italian taller than he is!

Hmmm... I wonder when the 990 will get here? Laura Kaminski, Erin Stratta, Megan Helbing, and Mary Kotynski

SLA Colin O’Donovan misguidedly thinks he can move the bus with his head. Dan Florina and Conor O’Brien support the effort.
SLA Julia takes her girls out for some great food and a night out on the town.

Mike Beazley, Mark Milford, Val Hague, Cailen Corrigan, Agatha Kossakowski, Agnieszka Kielian, Kathryn Mojica, and Lindsey Haugen in front of the Trevi Fountain.
Are we in Ventotene, or...

Colleen Barrett, Tina Autenrieth, Jake Kazmierski, and Tim Horan are ready to explore the deep blue waters.

...is this HEAVEN?

Ana Romero and Courtney Reardon rent kayaks for the day.

Eugene Bukhman, Sarah Stanoch, Rana Barakat, Danielle Suhaida, Anna Williams, Crystal Sava, and Kathryn Pilarski take a relaxing tour of the island.
Rachel Calme and Erin Stratta enjoy a little vino with their dinner.

Have no fear...SLA Tim Love is here!

La Dolce Vita...It's a hard life but someone has to do it. Loyola students soak up some sun on the beach.
Papal Audience

This guy needs no introduction...it’s JP II in the Popemobile!

Courtney Conway, Stefanie Marten, Kelly Cooper, and Valerie Hines smile for the camera, while everyone else...you know, watches the Pope.

Jennifer Canady, Shannon Derry, Laura Kaminski, and Catherine Smith pose for the camera. These ladies are enough to make il Papa rethink his vocation!

Bobbie McCarthy sneaks into a pic with Annie Selak, Liz House, and Ryan Kennedy.
Happy Halloween!

Move over and give these girls some room! Laura Kaminski and Erin Stratta belly-bump their way into line for another piece of ciambellone at Rinaldos.

Knife: Ana Romero, Spoon: Alison High, Fork: Lindsey Haugen.

Walk of Shame Girls meet the Sisters of Charity...who, by the way, weren't fooling anyone.
Elise is not impressed with Mario’s...costume.

It’s Grease (Tara DeJarlais and Anna Williams) meets Cats (Rachel Calme), meets Todd Waller as a Venetian Blind...get it? Venetian blind? Oh, Todd...

Mark Milford is infected material and highly contagious.
This picture of Ryan Kennedy and Dave West as a VERY odd couple gave the Yearbook editors hours of laughter, and weeks of nightmares...

Crystal Paige, Kate Tarnowski, and Gina Kayse.

A motley crew, indeed! Mary Kotynski, Dan Florina, Liz Lima, Chris Winiarz, Eugene Buchman, Ryan Vande Bosche, Annie McCormack, and Brandon Fiorella take this holiday seriously!

Ann Vatterott, Mickey Grabner and Dave Ure had a great time as characters of “questionable morals”.
And you thought it was gross how the real Hef is always surrounded by young, gorgeous women...Colin and Kate are a Playboy nightmare come true.

Michelangelo, Donatello...and Pebbles? Maddie Kenney, Val Hines, and Joan Holick are having a ball.

Gotcha! Kate Knowles as the 'butt-grabbing fairy' pays a visit to classical goddesses Mary Kotynski, Megan Pomeroy, and Megan Helbing.

Liam Gallagher, Mustafa Ben-Halim, and Szymon Choinski are the boys of “that 70’s Show.” Far-out!
SLA Dan isn’t so ‘grande’ right now, as his costume gives us a preview of his future as a decrepit, handicapped sleazebag. Whether or not he’ll land a nurse as cute as SLA Julia, only time will tell!

Jenni Canady and Shannon Derry as Eminem and his crack-head Mom pose for a quick photo op with Liz ‘Ha-vad’ Lima.

Fresh off the train from Amsterdam, Isabel Scarpelli gives love to Jah with an angelic Erin Nicoletti, while women of the night (Amsterdam again?) rumble over who gets to stand in the background.
Fall 2003 Calcio Campioni: Team 6, ‘POOP’ BROWN

They may not have been the cleanest players, or the most humble, but at the end of the day, they knew how to rumble! Clockwise, from left: Eugene Bukhman, Kate Knowles, Joe Cartan (Captain Intenso), Ben Pietrzyk, Shannon Hoyle, John Halerz, Kelly Chisolm, Erin Stratta, Elizabeth Ervin, Carla Cavaliere, Coleen Morey, and Alison High.

Way to go, Brown!
Feeling homesick? ‘Art in Rome’ got you down? Take 50mg of CALCIO and call me next Wednesday!

The League and controversy are one and the same. Without controversy, there is no League. Without the Rome Center League there is no controversy...and who would want that?

There are two types of calcio players at the Rome Center today. There are those who refer to Wednesday night as “Co-ed Intramural Soccer,” and there are those who call it “The LEAGUE.” Which one are you?

Kevin Gas and Pat Klug: real gentleman athletes...that is, you'll be screaming, “Be gentle, man!” while they destroy your team on the field.
Mostafa gives birth to an official ‘League’ ball.

The League is the opiate of the masses.
Greece

Associate Dean Todd Waller is caught taking ‘questionable’ photos of Dr. DeVoto. D-Vo responds, “Hey, can you blame him?”

Catherine Smith and Shaila Rahman in front of...some more famous rocks.

Chris Winiarz, Brandon Fiorella, and Ryan Vande Bosche catch some sun while they take in the marvels of ancient Greece.

Shannon Derry and her pelican prince.
Shannon Derry, Jenni Canady, Shannon Hoyle, and Andrea Dennis race to the ancient Greek "finishis linus."

Catherine Smith, Ana Romero, Ben Pietrzyk, Sherry Roberson, Jessica DeAngelo, Kevin Doheny, and Agnieszka Kielian are happy to be together in ancient Mycenae.
Chris Winiarz fancies himself statue-worthy. We concur.

Agnieszka Kielian and Ben Pietrzyk.

The two Shannons sample fast food Greek style!

Erin Stratta looks Helenic on the front steps of this ancient temple.
Brandon Fiorella after an unfortunate encounter with Medusa!

Opal

The gang relaxes after a long day of looking at old rocks. Pictured, from left: Sarah Hotz, Elizabeth Zarling, Erin Stratta, Agnieska Klialan, Pete Ranke, Ben Pietrzyk, Liam Gallagher, Szymon Choinski, Marriell Marquette, Megan Clifford, Ana Romero, Laura Kaminski, and Mark Milford.

Ryan Vande Bosche is caught molesting the ancient statue of Butticus Maximus Hairless.
Bathing beauties enjoy the hot sulfur baths on a break between vineyards.

Jokers Dan Florina and Brandon Fiorella show off this vineyard’s barrels of Riserva.

The Lansdowne twins, Courtney and Stephanie, and Jessica DeAngelo sip some fine vino at a choice "azienda d’agriturismo.”
The LURC Bi-Annual Talent Show

Kevin Rose, Dave Ure, Cynthia Lopez, Mostafa Ben-Halim, Vi Ruscigno, and Kate Mojica bust out with their mad skillz.

These girls are off the hook! Jonesy, C-Money, and T-Power treated the crowd to a full set of hip-hop anthems inspired by life in the LURC, including the triple-platinum single, "Where is Tim Love?" (Tim Love apologizes, as he was sleeping upstairs and never actually saw the performance).
Student Travels

Oui Oui! Je t’aime, Mona Cynthia Drescher!

Shannon and Jenny love that Austrian goulash!

Ana Romero, Kim Bernard, Mark Milford, Kate Mojica, and Agnieska Kielian capture the beauty of Pisa’s most famous architectural blunder.
Eugene Bukhman travels to London so he can stare at magician David Blane.

David Blane, American magician, sat in a glass box suspended from the ground for some ridiculous length of time, part of which was spent being stared at by LURC student, Eugene.

Anne Marie Madison, Michelle Lillie, and Rana Barakat in Pompeii.

Shaila Rahman and Catherine Smith in gay Paris.
Sarah Hotz and Mark Milford prepare to go paragliding in Interlaken, Switzerland.

Danielle Suhajda, Jenny Webb, Cassandra Gaddo, and Allison Shepard take a gondola tour of Venice.

Alison High, Lindsey Haugen, and Courtney Reardon living it up on the slopes in Cervinia!
Laura Kaminiski is NOT happy to be on this mule!

Agnieszka Kielian and SLA Julia get friendly with a snowman.

Tim Koncel, Cody Cocanig, Rich Dillon, Cassy Gaddo, Danielle Suhaida, Jenny Webb, Ryan, Allison Sheppard, Annie Selak, Bobby McCarthy, Paula Heschmeyer, Samantha O’Neill, Christina Ridgeway in Syracuse. There’s safety in numbers people!
Conor O'Brien, Dan Straface, Ryan Malone, Tony Scoma, and Ross Johnson celebrating... something.

Don't know where Val and Courtney are going but they're gonna have a hell of a time parking that!
Rome Center Quasi Sports

Weekend Wiffle Ball

Bobby McCarthy is ready to knock one out of the the frog path.

The Official 2003 Rome Center Table Tennis Tournament

The best five pong players at the Rome Center: Ben Pietrzyk, Colin O'Donovan, Stephanie Nabity, Father John, and Chris Winiarz.

The undisputed champion Ben Pietrzyk shown with runner-up Colin O'Donovan.

Arm Wrestling at Cheap Bar

Cheap Bar is an ideal place for arm wrestling. Shown here is the epic battle between SLA Dan and Connor O'Brien.

A Fist Fight by the dumpster

Dan Florina waiting on SLA Dan for an old fashioned fist fight by the dumpster.

Disappointed Rome Center students await SLA Dan to show for the fist fight. SLA Dan thought it was at the dumpster by Rinaldo's so he ended up as a no-show.
Dave West is giving thanks to finally have a meal in Rome that is entirely based on protein!!

Dinner is a group effort with Todd, Mauro, and Fr. John helping to baste the turkeys.

A little vino with your turkey? “Yes, please!” say Ellie Ewing, Nate Eaton, Kate Turnowski, Matt Jarotkiewicz, Shannon Robertshaw, Jacqueline Schriewer, Julia Ross, Melissa Brockie, and Lauren Riffel.
Ryan Mahoney, Szymon Choinski, Colleen Morey, and Chris Winiarz line up to hit the slopes one more time.

Between Colleen Morey and Monte Cervino, this scene couldn't be more beautiful.

Kate and Mike huddle together for warmth.

Ryan Mahoney, Szymon Choinski, Colleen Morey, and Chris Winiarz line up to hit the slopes one more time.

Self-proclaimed, "Kings of Buffoonery," Conor O'Brien and Steve Wolf prove once and for all that they are the biggest nuts on campus.
Administration
and Staff

Dr. Eric Apfelstadt
Director and Dean

Dr. Rebecca Edwards
Vice Director and Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs

Todd Waller,
Associate
Dean of
Students

Marilyn Vitale
Administrative Assistant

Giorgio Trancalini
Business Office Manager
Faculty

Dr. John Nicholson: Art History

Dr. Claudio Lodici: Political Science

Dr. Maria Palladino: Italian Language
Amb. Sergio Balanzino: Political Science

Gwen O'Gorman, Denise Feniello, Rosanna Rossi, Michelle Quigley, Nicole Bubalo-Ricci, and Sinèad Howe: English Language School

Fr. Thomas Herbst, O.F.M.: Theology

Dr. Leila Zammar: Italian Language; Opera
Dr. Flaminio Di Biagi: Italian Language and Literature; Film

Dr. Peter Schraeder: International Studies, Political Science

Dr. David Ingram: Philosophy

Dr. Bruna Capitini: Italian Language
Dr. Giovanni Scichilone: Art History; Classical Studies

Dr. Grazia Sotis: Italian Language and Literature

Dr. Sarah Maclaren: Sociology

Dr. James De Voto: Classical Studies
Dr. Monica Auteri: Economics

Fr. Theodore Mascarenas, S.F.X.: Theology

Fr. John Boettcher: Theology

Dr. Ivelise Perniola: Sociology
Prof. Marina Vitullo: Italian Language

Dr. Jonathan Woolfson: History

Fr. John Chandler, S.J.: Campus Ministry

Dr. Luciana Aiello-Miller: Italian Language
The Porters

Mario Catini

Davide Biasetti

Roberto Di Rodi

Angelo Cammerinesi

David Fiorini
The Mensa Staff

Mauro Stella

Danielle Martorano

Giorgio Mandola

Anna Quadrana

Renata Gaffara

Luigina Chilovi

Alessandra De Martinis

Maria Sardella
The Cleaning and Maintenance Staff

Maria Riccardi

Andrea Stornelli

Adele Cardinale

Luciana Leoni

Fabrizio D'Emilio
The S.L.A.s

The Student Life Assistant Staff would like to say "Grazie" to all the great students this year. We've had a blast working with you, and wish you all the best.
And along came the SPRING SEMESTER...
Courtney Conway and Cuyler Hettich are extremely excited to be at the RC.

Lindsey Kociela gets in some study time in the courtyard.

Dance party in the frog path supplied by Catherine Speltz and Brian Kane!

Melissa Urquhart and Fred Avilla II tango through the RC.

The Full-Year Luncheon: Kate, Rich, Allison, Liz, Kate, Mario, SLA Alison, Lauren, Shaila, Becky, Val, Abby, SLA Julia, Megan P., Fr. Chandler, Todd, SLA Dan, Megan C., Ana, Stephanie, Mark, Jim, Joe, Lauretta, Jake, Courtney, Val, Elise, Mieka, Tim, Cody, Dave, Molly, and Cynthia.
Lauretta Charlton and Brian Cane bask in the sun.

Carrie Hardin perched in her window.

David Rosenthal, Natalie Camerlengo, Margaret Freda, and Heather Thompson taking a break on the smokers’ bench.

Joe Finlay, Dermot Lynch, Annie Kellet, Patty Neugent, Val Hague, Bridget Teofilio, and Drew Durepos about to embark on an adventure!
Tag-team scuba by Justin Hough and Cuyler Hettich.

Kim Simon succeeds where many other students have failed in giving Todd his just desserts.

Elise Rombach, Jackie Boyd, SLA Alison, and Elie Ewing make their own kind of fun at the RC with “Pirate Night.”

Christian Pepera experiences student out-reach by SLA COD.
Cervinia Ski Trip

Blair Brown ready to hit the slopes.

Emily Willober, Jake Gadikin, Nina Cherian, Fran Wilcox, Natalie Kiltanski take a break after an extreme skiing session.

Doing what he is famous for, Christian Pepera flaps a seeming hopeless fire to life.

Blair Brown, Ivan Bosilov, Gregory Chance, Kevin Vignale go berserk with joy while ice skating.

Loyola Rome representing to the fullest on the slopes in Cervinia.
The Vagina Monologues

Standing ovation for the cast: Julia Nicolae, Narina Simonian, Kristin Schwind, Natalie Camerlengo, Ellie Ewing, Allison Shepard, Patty Neugent, Emily Willobee, Cynthia Rogers, Liz House, Valerie Hague, Christine Aspy, Marguerite St. Clare, Kristin Thompson, Carrie Hardin, Marilyn Niznik, Vanessa Crase, Jackie Boyd, Blair Brown and, last but not least, the woman who organized it all, Elise Rombach!
Masks, merriment, music, and mayhem? It must be...

**Carnevale**

Some masked students snap a photo with a court jester.

Who’s that under those masks? It’s Anna Nuzzo, an unknown masked woman, Meg Springer, Deanna Hirt, and Christian Pepera.

Cynthia Drescher under the Bridge of Sighs.

Christine Aspy, Katie Prizy, and Kate Tarnowski say ‘cheese!’
Blair Brown befriends them all, even if she's little, and they're so big and tall!

"Hey, let's play swords!"

Brittany Stinson, Kristin Thompson, Anna Nuzzo, Deanna Hirt, Melissa Urquhart, Meg Springer, Alison Hellwege, Megan Neff, Cynthia Rogers, Lindsay Goldsworthy, and Laura Andrews (along with a few other masked students) brave the cold to "party like it's 1599!"
Student Trips

Charlie Mellos is the “Bird Man” in Piazza San Marco.

Narina Simonian in Prague.

Lukas Laniauskas and Allison Gannon.

Carrie Brower and Blair Brown travel cheaply.
Adam Jentleson, Megan Neff, Kristin Thompson, Meg Springer, Melissa Urquhart in Amsterdam.

Deanna Hirt, Christian Pepera, Chris Bailey, and Alison Hellwege settle in for the ride.

Stephanie Nabity and Brian Warrens at Gaudi Parc in Barcelona.
Shawn Clancy, Brian Andrus, Chris Bailey, Mike Moothart, Tim Carroll, Fred Avilla, and Mike Calik taking in the one-and-only Eiffel Tower.

Blair Brown, Fran Wilcox, Ari Rubin, Tim Carroll, Soo Ah Lee, Emily Willobee, and Christine Aspy hangin' at the Hofbrauhaus.

Ari Rubin trying to be Jonah...in the belly of a catfish?
Dan Jones, Dave Rosenthal, Michael Lupo, Justin Hough, Natalie Vigilante in Wat Phra Kalo, Thailand.

David Rosenthal and Catherine Speltz take an elephant for a joy ride in Thailand.

Patrick Fitzgerald, Billy Kenefick, Adam Theden, Dan Irving, Kevin Newell, Casey Walsh, Justine Miele, Matt Taglia, Kate Thometz, Peter Murray, Megan Roche, Brighid Reynolds, Kristin Roti, Nora Houlihan, Maggie Cain, Bronwyn Mastrangelo in Egypt.
St. Paddy’s Day

Patty Neugent, Margerite St. Clare, Ellie Ewing, and Val Hague, collectively known as The ‘Cove, get festive.

Charlie Mellos and Katie Bruchmann bridge the gap between Greek and Irish culture.

Val Hague has caught a leprechaun by the name of Mario Enriquez.

And the award for ‘Most Misguided Tribute to Irish Heritage’ goes to Francis Drew Durepos.
This section of the yearbook is dedicated to the League himself, Mr. Colin O'Donovan. We thank you Colin for all you have done for one of the Rome Center’s finest institutions.
The Calcio Comissioners show Todd who REALLY holds the power in the League.

SLA Dan, soccer fanatic Dermot Lynch, and miniature Mensa man, Giorgio Mendola.

Allison Shepard and Andrea Dennis show their good sportsmanship on the field.

It's a miracle SLA Colin scores any goals, having only one leg and all.
Team Black

Team 'Vino Rosso'

Team Azalea

Team Brown
Loyolans have a lively dinner discussion with Tunisian students. The trip offered plenty of site visits, plus lectures by Tunisian scholars focusing on democratization in the Arab world, the role of women in Muslim society, Arab perceptions of U.S. foreign policy, and other socio-political issues.
The Tunis trip was full of surprises.

Stephanie Nabity enjoying the warm sunshine.

Meena Purdhit relaxes Tunisian style.

"Look, more ancient ruins!" exclaims Dan Coslett.

Cynthia Drescher and Maryann Chrzaecz sampled some of the local tobacco during their visit.

Valerie Hague was having such a good time she could not help but throw a little sand. She is seen here with Zoe Thiel, Mario Enriquez, Ellie Ewing, and Drew Durepos.
Around Rome

Alicia McGill and Jayne Jensen pose for a shot with some motorini.

Tony de Pedro-Love, Justin Hough, Dan Jones, and Cuyler Hettich are "kings of this city," as they cheer on the one and only AS Roma!

Fran Wilcox ain't tellin no lies!

You never forget your first gelato in Roma!
Lauren Riffel, Liz House, and Kristin Schwind are about to do some serious shopping by the Spanish Steps.

Bridget Teofilio, Patty Neugent, Valerie Hague, Joe Finlay, Ann Kellet, Dermot Lynch, and Drew Durepos chowing down.

Blair Brown takes in the Fontana Trevi.
Soo Ah Lee, Blair Brown, and Jackie Boyd are making friends and takin’ numbers!

Tamara Conneely and Vanessa Crase at the Forum.

Maggie Freda, Mark Milford, Natalie Camerlengo, Victoria Gonzalez-Cabal, Narina Simonian, and David Rosenthal at Cipro Metro stop.

Alison Hellwege, Melissa Urquhart, Christian Pepera, Megan Neff, Kristin Thompson, and Annie Kellet ready for battle!

Soo Ah Lee flying down the steps of the Campidoglio.

Alicia Sabaugh and Fran Wilcox on their way to a night of fun on the 990.
Mary Frash, Nora McCarthy, and Meg Springer at Black and White.

Fran Wilcox and Carrie Brower toss their coins into the Trevi.

Kristin Thompson and Melissa Urquhart cuddle at BP.

Rome Center students... at local ‘family-style’ restaurant, Sagra del Vino, enjoying a night of good food, good company, and of course great wine!
The Baffo d'Oro Mustache Contest

We would like to thank Birra Moretti for again sponsoring the Second Annual LURC Mustache Contest. Our students were honored to participate in such a prestigious tradition.

Father O'Donovan and his holy 'stache presided over the competition.

James Kaemmerer takes first prize in the “Trash ‘Stache” category.
In Loving Memory of Steven A. Wolf  
March 7, 1983 - December 1, 2003

On December 1, 2003 the Rome Center family lost a dear brother. Steve, you are an inspiration to all: a kind friend, an enthusiastic athlete, a traveling companion, and an integral part of our community. We are blessed to call you our friend, and this place will never be the same without you.
ARRIVEDERCI ROMA !
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